TRY OUR OTHER FOUR GOLF COURSES:
Aurora Hills • Meadow Hills • Saddle Rock • Springhill

U.S.G.A. RULES GOVERN PLAY
· HAVE FUN!
· Play at a reasonable pace that keeps up with the group ahead of you
· Leave the golf course in better condition than you found it
· Inside edge of all roads, boundary fences and parking lot are out of bounds
· Farm implements are played as immovable obstructions
· Each player should have their own set of clubs and bag
· Shirt and shoes required at all times
· Please keep golf carts on path around tees & greens
· Per Colorado State law: no outside alcohol allowed on premises
· Rain shelters are not lightning safe
· If we could have done a better job somewhere, please let us know
· Thank you for playing Murphy Creek, we appreciate your business

The city of Aurora expressly denies liability from a golfer’s play or conduct while on the course. Damage to a person or private property caused by a golfer’s errant shot is an issue between the golfer and the other party.
Murphy Creek does not offer a lightning safety system. Golfers play at their own risk.
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